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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the process of increasing the antenna downtilt angle, ESC
antenna's antenna pattern remains basically unchanged. While in
the process pf increasing the downtilt angle of the antenna,
the mechanical antenna's antenna pattern will change to some
extent with the increase of the downtilt angle.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

Referring to the exhibit, you see that Node 0 is currently
primary for redundancy Group 0.
You have not yet configured any chassis cluster parameters. You
want to ensure that Node
1 is always the primary node for this redundancy group if both
nodes reboot at same time.
Which configuration step would accomplish this task?
A. [email&#160;protected]#
0 node 0 priority 255
B. [email&#160;protected]#
0 node 1 priority 254
C. [email&#160;protected]#
0 node 1 priority 1
D. [email&#160;protected]#
0 preempt
E. [email&#160;protected]#
0 node 1
Answer: B

set chassis cluster redundancy-group
set chassis cluster redundancy-group
set chassis cluster redundancy-group
set chassis cluster redundancy-group
set chassis cluster redundancy-group

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two technologies are supported by EIGRP? (Choose two.)
A. MD5 authentication
B. multiple areas
C. clear-text authentication
D. stub routing
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The IP Enhanced IGRP Route Authentication feature provides MD5
authentication of routing updates from the EIGRP routing
protocol. The MD5 keyed digest in each EIGRP packet prevents
the introduction of unauthorized or false routing messages from
unapproved sources. The EIGRP stub routing feature improves
network stability, reduces resource utilization, and simplifies
the stub device configuration.
Stub routing is commonly used in hub-and-spoke network
topologies. In a hub-and-spoke network, one or more end (stub)
networks are connected to a remote device (the spoke) that is
connected to one or more distribution devices (the hub). The
remote device is adjacent to one or more distribution devices.
The only route for IP traffic to reach the remote device is
through a distribution device.
References:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/iproute_eigrp/
configuration/15-s/ire-15-s- book/ire-rte- auth.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/iproute_eigrp/
configuration/15-s/ire-15-s- book/ire-eigrp- stub-rtg.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the role of the Proxy Agent?
A. Communicate with hypervisor and cloud endpoints
B. Communicate with vCenter endpoints
C. Communicate with hypervisor endpoints
D. Communicate with cloud endpoints
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Validated-Design/4.2/com.vmwa
re.vvd.sddc-design.doc/GUID-6158120D The vRealize Automation
IaaS Proxy Agent is a windows service used to communicate with
specific infrastructure endpoints. In this design, the vSphere
Proxy agent is utilized to communicate with vCenter.
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